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REIFENSTEIN, Johann Friedrich

Ragnit 1719 – Rome 1793

Reifenstein, Reiffenstein or Reifstein (he is even listed in Bézéit and AKL as Riefstein), antiquary and amateur landscape painter, pastellist, engraver and sculptor. Educated at Königsberg, he spent some time at the court in Kassel (where he was gouverneur des pages du landgrave) before becoming bearleader to the son of Graf Rochus zu Lynar. He accompanied his charge in 1760–62 on a tour through Germany, France, Switzerland and Italy, eventually reaching Rome, where Reifenstein settled. He became involved with, and acted as Roman agent for many of, the leading figures in the art world, from Winckelmann to Schuvalov, Goethe (who mentions him frequently in the Italienische Reise), Grimm and Ernst II. von Sachsen-Gotha-Altenburg, taking them to the studios of the leading artists – among them Angelica Kauffmann, who portrayed him c.1785. He was a member of the academies of Göttingen, Leipzig, Augsburg etc.

While experimenting with pastels in Kassel early in 1753, he investigated the use of wax pastel applied directly to canvas prepared with a coating of ground glass rather than paper. He found that pigments mixed with deer fat and wax enabled stronger colours to be made with a consistency that could be used more satisfactorily than the normal recipes. He demonstrated his technique to two experts in Kassel at the time, whom he identifies only as MM. D. & H.

We know that Reifenstein made a portrait of C. P. E. Bach in pastel in Kassel in 1754 from a letter of 20. IV.1774 from the musician and collector to the biographer Johann Nicolaus Forkel, who had asked about his painted copy of it:

Wer had den mein Portrait, welches Sie besitzen, gemahlt? Vielleicht ist es eine Copie von H. Reifenstein, welcher mich anno 1754 in Caßel mit trocknen Farben abmahlte.

In 1761 Reifenstein visited Liébaut’s studio on behalf of Caroline Luise von Baden (q.v.), producing a list of 17 paintings by Dutch and French masters from his collection from which the Markgrafin was to chose five; he describes his pleasure in Liébaut’s praise of his own works. Liébaut had himself used prepared canvas very occasionally, as early as 1754 (as in the Rijksmuseum version of Bessborough). Bibliography
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